In most cases, a surface is not ideally smooth. It rather contains regular and irregular dents, bumps and other textures that influence the reflection of the incident wave. A reflection on such a corrugated surface causes a frequency-dependent redirection of the incident sound energy outside the specular direction, called scattering. While the computation of the specular part is well elaborated today, a model that thoroughly captures the wave phenomenon of scattering is still under discussion. Here, the most common assumption is that scattered energy follows a uniform Lambert distribution, which has proven to be a good approximation, especially in room acoustical applications. In this contribution, we will discuss Lambert-based scattering models (specular/diffuse sound field decomposition and vector mixing) and their implementations in methods of Geometrical Acoustics. We will analyze benefits and flaws of the respective models and investigate possibilities to introduce angledependent scattering for use cases where the uniform Lambertian distribution becomes invalid.
INTRODUCTION
If a plane wave hits an infinitely large and smooth medium, it will be reflected on the surface according to Snell's law (the angle of incidence is equal to the angle of reflection), whereby a certain fraction of the sound wave's energy is absorbed. In practical cases, however, surfaces have irregular textures and are of finite size, which both cause -in addition to the specular reflection -a scattering of the sound wave 1 , i.e., a distinct portion of the reflected sound wave energy is scattered into non-specular directions. The wave effect of scattering is strongly frequency-dependent and mainly occurs if the height and length of the surface's corrugation profile are in the order of half of the wavelength λ. In contrast, if the wavelength is very large in comparison to the surface's irregularities, the surface will appear smooth for the striking wave front, whereas the wave will be specularly reflected on the texture's faces and not on the surface's plane if the wavelength is very small. In other words, a reflection on a corrugation surface can be understood as a decomposition of the wave front into a specularly reflected and a diffusely reflected sound energy portion.
Especially in the room acoustics design of performance facilities such as concert halls, diffuse reflecting surfaces play an important role since they help to reduce (flutter-) echoes and noise, and create a more homogenous temporal and spatial density of the reverberant sound [1] . But even in more ordinary rooms with rather smooth surfaces such as offices or classrooms, a dominance of scattered energy in the reverberation process can be observed [2] . Therefore, it is common sense to include some type of scattering implementation in room acoustics prediction tools based on Geometrical Acoustics (GA) in order to produce more accurate predictions [3, 4] .
Today, most scattering implementations rely on Lambert's cosine law, which actually originates from optics, but has proven in the past to be a good approximation for many everyday use cases. However, implementations vary in the modeling of the directional distribution of diffuse reflections [5] . Inspired by Dahlenbäck's presentation at Forum Acusticum 2011 [6] in Aalborg, Denmark, we decided to further investigate the two most-commonly applied scattering implementations, namely the Hybrid Reflectance Model (HRM) and Vector Mixing (VM). By analytically deriving and subsequently analyzing probability density functions of possible reflection angles, we hope to give further insights on the directional behavior of both methods. To make this more transparent, we restrict all investigations to 2D.
SCATTERING MODELS
In the following, the HRM and VM shall be briefly described. Both models utilize the ubiquitous Lambert function and rely on traditional Sound Particle Simulation Method (SPSM), which -in short -emulates the propagation of a sound impulse from a sound source by means of energy particles. These particles travel on discrete rays, become reflected on geometric objects, and are detected by (volume) receivers in order to compute the respective energy envelope of the Room Impulse Response (RIR). A SPSM simulation starts by emitting a finite number of particles that are evenly distributed on the source's surface and travel with the speed of sound. Each particle carries a certain amount of energy that usually depends on the source's directional pattern. While propagating, each particle loses energy due to air absorption and occurring reflections, i.e., surface-dependent absorption and scattering of sound. Each particle is traced until a predefined termination condition is fulfilled, e.g., exceeded simulation length or under-run of a minimum particle's energy threshold.
Hybrid Reflectance Model
The HRM strictly decomposes a sound reflection into both a specularly reflected and a diffusely reflected sound energy portion, E r,specular and E r,di f f use ,
where E i is the incident energy, E r describes the total reflected energy, α the absorption coefficient and s the scattering coefficient of the hit surface. The scattered energy is assumed to be distributed according to Lambert's cosine law, i.e., the intensity of a reflected particle is independent of the angle of incidence but proportional to the cosine of the angle of reflection. The strict separation of sound energy additionally enables an individual processing of both types of reflections, such as using the Image Source Method (ISM) for the specular part and SPSM for the diffuse part, e.g., [1, 2, 7] . However, we will focus on pure stochastic SPSM in the following since it makes the model explanation better comparable to VM.
In a traditional SPSM implementation, the decision whether a reflection is specular or diffuse is made by comparing a random number between {0,1} with the assigned scattering coefficient s of the surface that was hit by an energy particle (the standardized scattering coefficient is defined as the ratio between the non-specularly reflected energy to the totally reflected energy [8] ). If the random number is greater than s, a specular reflection will occur, otherwise, the particle gets reflected in random direction following a Lambertian distribution of the reflection angle (see Fig. 1a , the respective direction vector v out of the reflection is given either by the unit vectors e spec or e scat , depending on the current reflection type). It should be noted that the particle's energy weighting with s (diffuse reflection) or (1 − s) (specular reflection), as described in Equ. 1, is already included in such a pure stochastic implementation due to the reflection type decision by random numbers.
Vector Mixing
In contrast to the HRM, VM, e.g., [9, 10] , directly combines specular and diffuse reflections instead of handling them separately. The idea is to calculate the particle's direction of reflection v out by a vector addition of the specular unit vector e spec , scaled by (1 − s), and the diffuse unit vector e scat , scaled by s, and following a certain direction distribution, with
Today, at least four types of VM exist [6] , which all follow the same principle as described above, but differ in the direction distribution of the diffuse unit vector e scat . In this contribution we choose the most straightforward VM model as illustrated in Fig. 1b , where the determination of e scat is identical to HRM. In addition, this VM model yields the same results as the HRM for the two cases a) 'only specular reflections' (s = 0) and b) 'only diffuse reflections' (s = 1), as one can directly see from Equ. 2 and Fig. 1b . However, the two models differ extremely in between these two extrema of the scattering coefficient, which will be thoroughly discussed in the next section by analyzing analytical probability density functions of the reflection angle. 
Reflection Angle Probability Density Function
In order to compare the two presented scattering models in a proper way, we analytically derive Reflection Angle Probability Density Functions (RAPDFs) for both methods first. A RAPDF describes angle-wise the probability for a striking energy particle to get reflected under a certain angle ϑ out for a given incidence angle and a given scattering coefficient. A normalization is applied to the RAPDFs such that the integral over the RAPDF's complete angle range equals one.
Hybrid Reflectance Model
In case of the HRM, two RAPDFs exists due to the strict separation of specular and diffuse reflections, denoted as R APDF HRM,spec and R APDF HRM,scat in the following. The determination of the RAPDFs is in both cases obvious and their computation straightforward. While for the specular reflection the R APDF HRM,spec is just a Dirac Delta function at ϑ out =ϑ spec , i.e., the specular angle of reflection, R APDF HRM,scat is identical with the Lambertian distribution, i.e., ϑ out = ϑ Lambert . Both functions are scaled by (1 − s) and s, respectively, which relates to the probability of the occurrence of each reflection type since this decision is made by drawing random numbers (see previous section). Thus, the RAPDFs conclude to
where an example is illustrated in Fig. 2a for an angle of incidence of ϑ in =45
• and different values of the scattering coefficients s.
Vector Mixing In contrast to the previous case, the analytical derivation of the RAPDF for VM is quite demanding from a mathematical point of view and has to be done in several steps that can only be outlined due to space restrictions. However, the complete derivation can be downloaded at www.openMeasurements.net as MATLAB ® script that features also a handy and intuitive graphical user interface. We encourage the interested reader to download this script since it gives valuable insights on the behavior of both scattering models that cannot be summarized in only one paper.
As described in the previous section, the particle's direction of reflection v out is computed by the vector combination of the scaled unit vectors e spec and e scat (compare Equ.2), which can also be written as a function of the (fixed) specular angle of reflection ϑ spec and the Lambertian distributed angle ϑ Lambert , with
From this expression, we can directly derive the particle's angle of reflection ϑ out as a function of ϑ Lambert using the atan2 function, with ϑ out = f (ϑ Lambert ) = −atan2( v out,x , v out,y ). In order to determine the RAPDF, however, we have to invert this function since we actually need an expression for ϑ Lambert as a function of ϑ out , i.e., ϑ Lambert = g(ϑ out ). Once this inverse function is found, the last step is to insert g(ϑ out ) into the Lambertian probability density function and an analytical expression for the RAPDF is found, with
Unfortunately, the inversion -90
• -75
• -60 3 ). This ambiguity turns the function into a relation and the sought-after inversion can only be determined as a complicated piecewise solution. An example of the R APDF V M is depicted in Fig. 2b for the identical case as for the HRM (angle of incidence of ϑ in =45
• and different values of s). Most noticeable are the occurring spikes in the case of rather specular reflections (low values of s). These disruptions come from geometrical issues during the construction of v out , which is further illustrated in Fig. 4 . For rather high values of s, ϑ out will always lie within the lime green-colored area (see Fig. 4a ). Therefore, the upper and lower boundary of ϑ out coincidence with the minima of the Lambert distribution (ϑ Lambert = ±90
• ) resulting in smooth RAPDFs (see Fig. 2b , s ≥ 0.5). Unfortunately, this does not hold for lower values of s as one can directly see in Fig. 4b . In this case, one of the boundaries of ϑ out is shifted to the tangent line to the semi circle (red area) resulting in an extension of the possible angle range of ϑ out (dark green-colored area in Fig. 4b ). This circumstance exactly causes the observed spikes due to the Lambertian distribution of e scat . From this it follows, that the probability distribution of ϑ out starts with a value unequal to zero, decreases according to Lambert until the lime-green area is reached, and increases again. It is questionable if this behavior is in compliance with real-world processes.
COMPARISON OF SCATTERING MODELS
Both scattering models are hardly comparable by analyzing only their RAPDFs. For practical cases, it is more important to evaluate their impact on the simulation results. Therefore, both scattering models are applied to a 2D-SPSM in order to compare them for simple test cases.
Single Surface
Simulation Setup To compute the sound intensity for a given source/receiver position, a 2D-SPSM simulation with N = 2000 primary sound particles is carried out (see Fig. 5a ). Each surface-striking primary sound particle is split up into S = 200 secondary sound particles, where the energy of each secondary sound particle is computed by integrating the RAPDF over the respective angle range (see Fig. 5a , purple region). The detection of the direct sound (directly impacting primary sound particles on the receiver surface) is always skipped since we want to focus on first-order reflections only. In order to achieve results that are independent of the source power, a transmission degree T is introduced (similar to [11] ) that normalizes the computed sound intensity to a reference sound intensity given by the equivalent image source.
In the following, all distances are dimensionless since only the aspect ratio is of interested. Angles are always given in relation to the surface's reference point P and the surface normal, i.e., the normal itself corresponds to 0
• . The sound source is located at ϕ S = 45
• with a distance of r S = 20 to the reference point P. Fifteen receivers are positioned on a semi circle having a radius of 10 and with P as center. The receivers are distributed in increments of 12 • , i.e., in the range of −84 < • ϕ R < +84
• . The detector size is chosen such that neighboring receivers are always tangent to each other. The whole setup is depicted in Fig. 5b .
Infinite Surface
The most simplest case is an infinite 1D-surface with constant scattering coefficient s and no absorption α = 0.0. The respective computed transmission degrees for this setup are given in Fig. 6 . As expected, both scattering models behave almost identically for the two extreme cases of 1) 'only specular' (s = 0.0) and 2) 'only diffuse' (s = 1.0) reflections. In the first case (s = 0), a pure specular reflection has to be modeled by both methods expecting a transmission degree of T = 1 since the detected sound intensity is equal to the sound intensity given by the corresponding image source. While HRM flawlessly handles this specular reflection by means of the dedicated Dirac delta pulse (see previous section), it can only be approximated by VM resulting in some minor numerical problems. In the second case (s = 1.0), a maximum transmission degree of T ≈ 1.4 is observed for ϕ R = +84
• , whereas a minimum transmission degree of T ≈ 0.8 is reached for ϕ R = −84 • (identical for both models). In between these two extrema, the scattering models behave quite differently. While a linear transition is observable for the HRM, VM shows a maximum transmission degree at ϕ R = 45 • for 0.1 < s < 0.9.
Finite Surface
In a second experiment, the 1D-surface is limited to an overall length of 2 · a Max with the reference point P lying halfway between both ends. This time, the surface has still the same absorption factor of α = 0.0 as in the infinite case, but a fixed scattering coefficient of s = 0.5. The With increasing surface size, the behavior of both methods converges to the respective transmission degrees of the infinite surface (compare with Fig. 6 , s = 0.5) and only slight differences occur for surfaces a Max ≥ 32 (in case of VM even for a Max ≥ 16). For smaller distances, smaller transmission degrees can be noticed for both methods, but the overall transmission degree is more smoothly distributed for the VM than for the HRM. In addition, the maximum of the HRM is exactly at the angle of specular reflection ϕ R = −45
• , whereas it is translated to ϕ R ≈ −30
• in the case of the VM. For very small surfaces, only one receiver remains that detects energy at ϕ R = −45 • (HRM), whereas even for the smallest surfaces multiple receivers detect energy with VM. Physically speaking, the HRM keeps the specular part of the reflection even for small surfaces, whereas the VM automatically smears the reflected energy among a larger angle range.
Rectangular Room
To complement the investigations with a more practical use case, simulations are carried out for a rectangular 2D-room (L = 10m and H = 5m, i.e., with a proportion factor of q= H/L=0.5) in order to analyze the impact of both models on the Reverberation Time (RT). While the two larger extended (1D-) surfaces L are completely absorbent (α = 0.0, s = 0.0), the scattering coefficient of the smaller surfaces H is varied (α = 0.0, 0 ≤ s ≤ 1.0). As this setup results in a strong flutter echo [12] , the only reduction of sound energy propagating in between the reflecting surfaces H is caused by scattering, since all scattered energy is absorbed that travels in direction to the larger surfaces L. From this it follows that the computed RT is a measure of the overall scattering strength, because more scattered sound energy ends up with smaller RTs. N = 125, 000 sound particles are sent out omnidirectional from a sound source located in the center of the room, and traced over a maximum of 200 reflections (empirically corresponding to a relative error of about 1% in the RT). All computed T 30 -values are -similar to common standards -the times for an energy decay down to −30dB of the total emitted energy, evaluated from the moment just after the first reflection and extrapolated to a −60dB decay. Both a value according to the slope of the secant at the decay curve and the slope by linear regression are determined. As expected, the RTs are drastically dependent on the scattering coefficient of the front walls H, especially for low values of s = 0...10% (see Fig. 8 ). For s = 0%, the RT is about 8 times higher than for s = 10% , and over 40 times higher than for s = 100% -which is in compliance with the Sabine value, but not the Eyring value as expected for highly absorbing rooms. Evaluating the decay by regression, the RT at s = 0% is almost 2 times higher. The influence of the chosen scattering model is (with these high numbers of sound particles) neglectable, except for small values of s = 5 − 10%, where the HRM yields about about 20% higher RTs.
